
 

Urgent Need for Design Consultants (Kitchen Interior Designer) 

At LIVING INNOVATIONS CORP. our Design Consultant provides clients with comprehensive 
design expertise and service using the full range of Living Innovations Corp. high-end home 
furnishings such as MINOTTI, DEDON, BULTHAUP and GAGGENAU to name a few. 
 
The successful Design Consultant will be a self-motivated entrepreneur who has an eye 
for colour, design and home furnishings as well as the ability to sell design and build rapport 
with clients and develop long-term relationships. Our services include space planning, fabric 
coordination, product selection and overall project design.  
 
The successful candidate must be experienced in selecting colour and materials for all interior 
finishes, furniture and furnishings selections, lighting design, artwork selection, space 
planning, and detailing. Finally they may also be assisting other Interior Designers and are 
responsible for work in all phases of the interior design process.   

We are seeking an experienced Design Consultant to work in a team based atmosphere that 
promotes an integrated design process, where designers are encouraged to work together and 
coordinate with Project Architects, Designers, and Consultants, through all phases of a project’s 
design and construction. 

To qualify in this position, one must meet the following requirements: 

 Experience in interior design required 
 Sales experience required 
 Candidate must possess at least a Bachelor's/College Degree in Interior Design, 

Architecture or equivalent. 
 Knowledgeable in AutoCAD, Photoshop and MS Office is a must;CAD drawing and 

detailing for interior & furniture/kitchen design, Sketchup;3D skills 
 Proven ability to generate and close sales 
 Strong communication and interpersonal skills required 
 Excellent organizational skills and problem-solving skills 
 Demonstrated ability to provide superior customer service. 

BENEFITS 

Employees at LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. get to work with high profile individuals, top of 
the line products, all expensed paid trips for trainings and product knowledge here and abroad, 
annual out of town team building activities which are just a few of the many rewarding 
experiences once qualified candidate got the chance to work here at LIVING INNOVATIONS, 
CORP. 

As a LIVING INNOVATIONS CORP. Design Consultant, the compensation will be incentive 
based with total compensation determined by commissions earned aside from the basic salary.  
 



 
 
 
COMPANY PROFILE 

LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. have been around for almost a decade bringing internationally 

recognized luxury brands to the homes of the local elites in the Philippines. 

With our passion comes endless creativity and innovations that set a high benchmark of top 
class service for other competing architectural design firms in the country.  

Our company offers an unmatched opportunity for the right people to play part in the continuing 
success of the world’s leading premium Furniture and Kitchen products. In doing so, enjoying 
personal success and prosperity. 

We are currently looking for hardworking and enthusiastic individuals to be a part of our growing 
company. 

MISSION & VISION 

 We intend to provide our customers with the best furniture and kitchen products with 
recognized luxury brands. 

 To set a high benchmark of top class service for other competing architectural design 
firms in the country. 

 To constantly focus on innovating the homes of the local elites in the Philippines. 

 To inspire its employees to be the best they can be in a positive working environment. 

OUR BRANDS 

Our impressive selection of indoor and outdoor high-end furniture, kitchen appliances and audio 
and visual products coming from different parts of the world, each boasts of the highest quality 
both in craftsmanship and technology.  

 

MINOTTI | (Italy) forefront of world class interior design marketing and stand out as a reputable 
manufacturer and marketer of upholstered pieces and furniture design for sophisticated, 
conscious customers. 
 
BULTHAUP | (Germany) renowned worldwide for its architecture of living spaces with 
exceptional expertise on modular kitchen settings, it offers our customers a comprehensive 
promise of quality, the security of seamless design solutions and confidence on all of the world’s 
markets. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
GAGGENAU | (Germany) innovative, impeccable and of the highest quality – These 
characteristics are what the brand Gaggenau strives for and accomplishes in the development 
of revolutionary kitchen appliances, from ovens to ranges to hoods and much more. 
 
BANG & OLUFSEN | (Denmark) a brand internationally known for its distinctive range of quality 
audio, video and multimedia products, Bang & Olufsen products are living proofs of the 
company’s vision: Courage to constantly question the ordinary in search of surprising, long-
lasting experiences. 
 
DEDON | (Germany) they create exclusive outdoor furniture with pieces each unrivalled in 
quality and design. From the company’s humble beginnings of creating designs in the air then 
meeting some of the greatest weavers in the world finally setting foot on a simple island called 
Cebu, Dedon manages to control the quality of their products every step of the way, from fiber 
to frame to weaving to packaging and logistics. 
 
Other international brands that we carry are:  
BAROVIER & TOSO | Italian chandeliers and lamps  
CASAMILANO | GALLOTI & RADICE | LAPALMA | Italian furniture  
GLAS ITALIA | Italian glass furniture items  
SLIDE | Italian contemporary lighted furniture 

OUR HEAD OFFICE AND BRANCHES 

Two of LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP.’s fabulous showrooms are both situated along Ayala 
Avenue, the heart of Makati’s business centre. Its head office and at the same time furniture 
showroom is located at Unit 207 2/F Makati Shangri-la Hotel Retail Arcade, Ayala Avenue, 
Makati City, Metro Manila 1226, Philippines.  

Also located in Makati Shangri-la building is our very own Bulthaup Showroom which is located 
at Unit 133 G/F Makati Shangri-la Hotel Retail Arcade, Ayala Avenue, Makati City, Metro Manila 
1226, Philippines. 

During the last quarter of 2013, LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. has opened its flagship audio-
visual showroom for Bang & Olufsen Manila at Unit 2326-2327 Level 2 East Wing Shangri-la 
Plaza Mandaluyong City Philippines. 
 
At the moment, LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. is building another showroom in the heart of 
Bonifacio Global City for its high-end brands of furniture and kitchen products which will 
eventually cater to all its sophisticated clientele. 

 

We invite all candidates to submit their comprehensive resume at 
digi@livinginnovations.ph or call the HRD at 830-22-30 local 104 and join our 
prestigious team. 

 



 

 

Furniture/Kitchen Installers 

The Furniture/Kitchen Installer is responsible for the installation, movement and maintenance 
of the products and services ordered for structure under construction. They also follow the 
correct operating instructions to keep personal equipment functioning, troubleshooting 
breakdowns, maintaining supplies, performing preventive maintenance calling for repairs.  

The successful candidate must have the following qualifications in order to part of our team: 

 Preferably at least 1-2 years relevant experience in appliance repair and maintenance.  
 Must have work experience in installing and servicing appliance units. 
 With good knowledge on Carpentry, Electrical and/or Painting works is an advantage. 
 Must be Hardworking, Honest & Responsible. 
 Can work under pressure. 
 Background in furniture/kitchen item and/or repair, both is a plus. 

 

COMPANY PROFILE 

LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. have been around for almost a decade bringing internationally 

recognized luxury brands to the homes of the local elites in the Philippines. 

With our passion comes endless creativity and innovations that set a high benchmark of top class service 
for other competing architectural design firms in the country.  

Our company offers an unmatched opportunity for the right people to play part in the continuing success 
of the world’s leading premium Furniture and Kitchen products. In doing so, enjoying personal success 
and prosperity. 

We are currently looking for hardworking and enthusiastic individuals to be a part of our growing 
company. 

MISSION & VISION 

 We intend to provide our customers with the best furniture and kitchen products with recognized 
luxury brands. 

 To set a high benchmark of top class service for other competing architectural design firms in the 
country. 

 To constantly focus on innovating the homes of the local elites in the Philippines. 

 To inspire its employees to be the best they can be in a positive working environment. 

 



 

 

OUR BRANDS 

Our impressive selection of indoor and outdoor high-end furniture, kitchen appliances and audio and 
visual products coming from different parts of the world, each boasts of the highest quality both in 
craftsmanship and technology.  

 

MINOTTI | (Italy) forefront of world class interior design marketing and stand out as a reputable 
manufacturer and marketer of upholstered pieces and furniture design for sophisticated, conscious 
customers. 
 
BULTHAUP | (Germany) renowned worldwide for its architecture of living spaces with exceptional 
expertise on modular kitchen settings, it offers our customers a comprehensive promise of quality, the 
security of seamless design solutions and confidence on all of the world’s markets. 
 
GAGGENAU | (Germany) innovative, impeccable and of the highest quality – These characteristics are 
what the brand Gaggenau strives for and accomplishes in the development of revolutionary kitchen 
appliances, from ovens to ranges to hoods and much more. 
 
BANG & OLUFSEN | (Denmark) a brand internationally known for its distinctive range of quality audio, 
video and multimedia products, Bang & Olufsen products are living proofs of the company’s vision: 
Courage to constantly question the ordinary in search of surprising, long-lasting experiences. 
 
DEDON | (Germany) they create exclusive outdoor furniture with pieces each unrivalled in quality and 
design. From the company’s humble beginnings of creating designs in the air then meeting some of the 
greatest weavers in the world finally setting foot on a simple island called Cebu, Dedon manages to 
control the quality of their products every step of the way, from fiber to frame to weaving to packaging and 
logistics. 
 
Other international brands that we carry are:  
BAROVIER & TOSO | Italian chandeliers and lamps  
CASAMILANO | GALLOTI & RADICE | LAPALMA | Italian furniture  
GLAS ITALIA | Italian glass furniture items  
SLIDE | Italian contemporary lighted furniture 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

OUR HEAD OFFICE AND BRANCHES 

Two of LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP.’s fabulous showrooms are both situated along Ayala Avenue, the 
heart of Makati’s business centre. Its head office and at the same time furniture showroom is located at 
Unit 207 2/F Makati Shangri-la Hotel Retail Arcade, Ayala Avenue, Makati City, Metro Manila 1226, 
Philippines.  

Also located in Makati Shangri-la building is our very own Bulthaup showroom which is located at Unit 
133 G/F Makati Shangri-la Hotel Retail Arcade, Ayala Avenue, Makati City, Metro Manila 1226, 
Philippines. 

During the last quarter of 2013, LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. has opened its flagship audio-visual 
showroom for Bang & Olufsen Manila at Unit 2326-2327 Level 2 East Wing Shangri-la Plaza 
Mandaluyong City Philippines. 
 
At the moment, LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. is building another showroom in the heart of Bonifacio 
Global City for its high-end brands of furniture and kitchen products which will eventually cater to all its 
sophisticated clientele. 
 
WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM OUR COMPANY? 
 
LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. is committed to bringing the best personal experience to consumers 
around the country through its innovative furniture, kitchen and audio-visual offerings. 
 
As a company, we value integrity, honesty, and passion for technology and innovation. We expect 

individual commitment and performance above the standard for our industry. Each employee can and 

must make a difference. Individuals are encouraged to interact with all levels of management, sharing 

ideas and suggestions to improve the company’s effectiveness and quality of life. 

Recognizing each person's contribution to the company's success, we share the financial rewards that 

flow from high performance. In return, employees at LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. get to work with high 

profile individuals, top of the line products, all expensed paid trips for trainings and product knowledge, 

annual out of town team building activities which are just a few of the many rewarding experiences once 

qualified candidate got the chance to work here at LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP.  

We invite all candidates to submit their comprehensive resume at 
digi@livinginnovations.ph or call the HRD at 830-22-30 local 104 and join our 
prestigious team. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Inventory Staff (ENCODER) 

The Inventory Staff is responsible for managing incoming and outgoing supplies and products 
within a business. 

The successful candidate must have the following qualifications in order to part of our team: 

 Preferably at least 1 year relevant experience as Inventory Clerk or Encoder.  
 Computer literate; with good knowledge on MS Excel, MS Word and Powerpoint is an 

advantage. 
 Must be Hardworking, Honest & Responsible. 
 Can work under pressure. 
 Candidate must possess at least a Bachelor's/College Degree in any field. 
  

COMPANY PROFILE 

LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. have been around for almost a decade bringing internationally 

recognized luxury brands to the homes of the local elites in the Philippines. 

With our passion comes endless creativity and innovations that set a high benchmark of top class service 
for other competing architectural design firms in the country.  

Our company offers an unmatched opportunity for the right people to play part in the continuing success 
of the world’s leading premium Furniture and Kitchen products. In doing so, enjoying personal success 
and prosperity. 

We are currently looking for hardworking and enthusiastic individuals to be a part of our growing 
company. 

MISSION & VISION 

 We intend to provide our customers with the best furniture and kitchen products with recognized 
luxury brands. 

 To set a high benchmark of top class service for other competing architectural design firms in the 
country. 

 To constantly focus on innovating the homes of the local elites in the Philippines. 

 To inspire its employees to be the best they can be in a positive working environment. 

 

 

 



OUR BRANDS 

Our impressive selection of indoor and outdoor high-end furniture, kitchen appliances and audio and 
visual products coming from different parts of the world, each boasts of the highest quality both in 
craftsmanship and technology.  

 

MINOTTI | (Italy) forefront of world class interior design marketing and stand out as a reputable 
manufacturer and marketer of upholstered pieces and furniture design for sophisticated, conscious 
customers. 
 
BULTHAUP | (Germany) renowned worldwide for its architecture of living spaces with exceptional 
expertise on modular kitchen settings, it offers our customers a comprehensive promise of quality, the 
security of seamless design solutions and confidence on all of the world’s markets. 
 
GAGGENAU | (Germany) innovative, impeccable and of the highest quality – These characteristics are 
what the brand Gaggenau strives for and accomplishes in the development of revolutionary kitchen 
appliances, from ovens to ranges to hoods and much more. 
 
BANG & OLUFSEN | (Denmark) a brand internationally known for its distinctive range of quality audio, 
video and multimedia products, Bang & Olufsen products are living proofs of the company’s vision: 
Courage to constantly question the ordinary in search of surprising, long-lasting experiences. 
 
DEDON | (Germany) they create exclusive outdoor furniture with pieces each unrivalled in quality and 
design. From the company’s humble beginnings of creating designs in the air then meeting some of the 
greatest weavers in the world finally setting foot on a simple island called Cebu, Dedon manages to 
control the quality of their products every step of the way, from fiber to frame to weaving to packaging and 
logistics. 
 
Other international brands that we carry are:  
BAROVIER & TOSO | Italian chandeliers and lamps  
CASAMILANO | GALLOTI & RADICE | LAPALMA | Italian furniture  
GLAS ITALIA | Italian glass furniture items  
SLIDE | Italian contemporary lighted furniture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OUR HEAD OFFICE AND BRANCHES 

Two of LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP.’s fabulous showrooms are both situated along Ayala Avenue, the 
heart of Makati’s business centre. Its head office and at the same time furniture showroom is located at 
Unit 207 2/F Makati Shangri-la Hotel Retail Arcade, Ayala Avenue, Makati City, Metro Manila 1226, 
Philippines.  

Also located in Makati Shangri-la building is our very own Bulthaup showroom which is located at Unit 
133 G/F Makati Shangri-la Hotel Retail Arcade, Ayala Avenue, Makati City, Metro Manila 1226, 
Philippines. 

During the last quarter of 2013, LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. has opened its flagship audio-visual 
showroom for Bang & Olufsen Manila at Unit 2326-2327 Level 2 East Wing Shangri-la Plaza 
Mandaluyong City Philippines. 
 
At the moment, LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. is building another showroom in the heart of Bonifacio 
Global City for its high-end brands of furniture and kitchen products which will eventually cater to all its 
sophisticated clientele. 
 
WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM OUR COMPANY? 
 
LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. is committed to bringing the best personal experience to consumers 
around the country through its innovative furniture, kitchen and audio-visual offerings. 
 
As a company, we value integrity, honesty, and passion for technology and innovation. We expect 

individual commitment and performance above the standard for our industry. Each employee can and 

must make a difference. Individuals are encouraged to interact with all levels of management, sharing 

ideas and suggestions to improve the company’s effectiveness and quality of life. 

Recognizing each person's contribution to the company's success, we share the financial rewards that 

flow from high performance. In return, employees at LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP. get to work with high 

profile individuals, top of the line products, all expensed paid trips for trainings and product knowledge, 

annual out of town team building activities which are just a few of the many rewarding experiences once 

qualified candidate got the chance to work here at LIVING INNOVATIONS, CORP.  

We invite all candidates to submit their comprehensive resume at 
digi@livinginnovations.ph or call the HRD at 830-22-30 local 104 and join our 
prestigious team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


